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INTRODUCTION

Silverfield Villa in Spain is an ultra-modern contemporary property, it
occupies an enviable position close to the historic city of Granada at
the foot of the Sierra Nevada mountain range. Hillwalking, road and
mountain biking are available straight from the door. The path behind
the villa leads directly into the mountains.
The sloping site offers unrivalled views down to the city of Granada
and up to the peaks of the Sierra Nevada’s where the excellent ski
resort offers skiing/snowboarding for over 5 months of the year. The
location of the villa is perfect - less than 5 minutes to the village of La
Zubia, 15 minutes to Granada city, 20 minutes from Granada airport and
around 40 minutes to Sierra Nevada ski station by car.
The villa is truly massive, covering 6 floors and over 15,000 sq ft of
floor area, all accessed by an internal glass elevator.
Accommodation for up to 24 adults and children is provided. The
massive feature list includes internal 6 floor glass elevator, outdoor
infinity pool, indoor heated hydrotherapy pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, cinema,
private bar, 5 outdoor decks, table tennis, foosball, air hockey, pool
table, gym, internet room, wine cellar and a 360 degree viewing
platform which doubles as a massage room.
The contents of this document are a detailed explanation of all the
features and facilities of the villa with operating instructions for all
of the entertainment and lifestyle functions.
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1. TRANSPORT

We can arrange airport transfers and local journeys from a wide range of
companies but we generally use a single company that specialise in executive
transport. Their vehicles are all modern Mercedes cars – generally E Class
for up to 4 people and Vito for up to 8 (with luggage). They also provide a
very high-quality air conditioned bus which is useful for large groups.
Costs are a little higher than the average in Granada and we are happy to
arrange transfers with other local companies but as a large family we are
happy to pay a little extra to have smartly dressed drivers, who meet you
within the airport, help with bags and take you to a high-quality vehicle
and drive directly to the villa. They know the location as we use them
regularly.
Whether arriving at Granada or Malaga airports or simply taking a trip
into the city for a large group, we still find that the fares charged are
lower than for a taxi in the UK or USA. Their service is also consistently
excellent, they arrive on time (or often early) and are happy to wait while
our (sometimes large) group get themselves ready to board the vehicle. They
also handle flexible pick up times very well. This is very important to us as
going for lunch, dinner, shopping or visiting a nightclub is rarely
something where we can define an exact pickup time.
The current costs for the various vehicles from Granada or Malaga
airports are shown below. These costs are subject the change but we will
endeavour to keep this list up to date at all times:

2. ACCESS TO THE HOUSE

Silverfield Villa guests from international locations will normally
fly into either Granada or Malaga airports.
The airport in Granada is small and very quick to enter or exit but the
choice of flights is normally quite limited. Direct flights can be made
from London City or Gatwick as well as Paris and some locations
within Spain. 2 stop flights can be made to this airport from a huge
variety of locations via either Madrid or Barcelona.
Malaga airport is much larger and offers direct flights from a wide
variety of locations in the UK and beyond. Transfer from Malaga
airport takes around 1 hour and 20 minutes outside of rush hour and
we can help with arrangements for transport for small or large
groups.
We have a good local contact with a taxi firm who operate high
quality vehicles driven by uniformed drivers who will meet our guests
in the airport, help with bags and drive them directly to the villa
door. They offer Mercedes E Class vehicles for up to 4 people, Mercedes
Vito people carriers for up to 8 people and also have a very modern bus
(see picture on previous page) that can take up to 23 passengers. Their
rates are lower than what would be expected in the UK, around 150-250
euros per trip depending on the choice of vehicle. We can also offer
lower cost transfers using local taxis which also tend to be well
maintained vehicles.
The villa is set in its own grounds which are accessed by either the
automatic garage door or single door to the roadway. Once inside
the villa site, access to the house is via a key on the main front door.
All other external doors are on higher floors and provide access
only to the balcony areas.
When guests arrive, they will be greeted at the property by the villa
manager, who will provide a dual set of keys for the front door and
remotes for the garage exterior door and the garage itself.
The villa manager will also take this opportunity to provide a tour of
the villa and explain the operation of the heating, air con and
entertainment systems.

2. ACCESS TO THE HOUSE

For guests renting cars, the address of the villa is as follows:
Calle Güéjar Sierra, 2
18140 La Zubia
Granada
Spain
Please note that the villa is something of a tourist attraction in the
local area and it is not unusual to see local people coming to view the
exterior and take pictures. We have planted trees along the front part
of the garden to minimise the intrusion this may cause for our guests.
Maps to the villa location from the nearest town of la Zubia and From
the city of Granada can be found below:
Google maps link from Malaga airport:
https://goo.gl/maps/Vmo9eAFvQkE2
Google maps link from Granada airport:
https://goo.gl/maps/9HQL3Mon2KQ2

3. WI-FI & COMPUTER NETWORK

Due to the size of the villa, there are 4 separate Wi-Fi networks
covering the property. These have been configured so that guests will
only need to join a single network which will appear on phones or
laptops as “Silverfield Villa”. The password for the network is
“Silverfield”.
Wired access to the high speed broadband network is available in every
room via standard RJ45 network connections.
The computer network is permanently wired to the media boxes to
be found attached to each TV screen in the living room, dining area
and bedrooms. Additionally the network is connected to the 2 PC
systems in the internet room and the PC in the cinema.

4. DOOR ENTRY & TOUCH PANEL CONTROLS

The exterior door to the property is some distance from the main door
to the villa so an automatic door entry system has been installed
which allows guests to provide automatic access. The door entry units
are positioned at various locations around the house and provide a
small video screen to show the caller. The phone attached to each unit
can be used to speak to the person at the door and the button with the
‘lock’ symbol can be used to provide access.
The wall touch panels allow control of a large number of automated
functions in the villa.
The heating/cooling system in the villa uses warm air (for quick
heating), underfloor heating and cold air cooling. The temperatures
and functions can be selected on the touch panel.
The automatic blinds are also controlled by the panel, where they can
be opened or closed fully or partially. In the bedrooms, there is a
double blind system consisting of a semi-translucent screen and a
black out blind for more flexibility.
The LED lighting system in each area has scene settings which can also
be found on the touch panel along with a variety of other functions.
It is not possible to show a standard control panel as each one is
different depending on its location but the touch screen icons are
fairly self-explanatory and the villa manager will show the guests how
to use the panels when they arrive.
In addition to the touch panels, the villa is equipped with LED
indication light switches which have 4 buttons on each panel. These
switches control the lighting in their local areas

5. OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL

The outdoor swimming pool is a roughly triangular shape with stepped
entry from the corner closest to the villa. It has an infinity edge where
the water pours over on the side looking down towards the city of
Granada. This water is then collected in a side pond, filtered and
pumped back into the swimming pool.
The pool is massive, over 15m along its longest edge and has no deep
end to reduce the amount of worry that parents may feel for young
children when using it. The depth is uniform over the pool area at
around 4 feet so most children over the age of 4 should be able to stand
up with their heads above the water line.
The pool is not heated (unlike the indoor pool) and is normally in use
from April to October depending on the external temperature (and the
hardiness of the guest).
It is fitted with an automatic filtration system and is chlorine checked
and cleaned on a weekly basis. The area surrounding the pool is decked
with a very high quality extruded composite decking system which does
not corrode, discolour or produce splinters.

6. INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

The indoor pool is heated and can be used all year round. It is easily big
enough for all the occupants of the house but is probably a little small
for swimming ‘lengths’. For this reason there is a resistance swimming
machine under the water line at the far end. By pushing the button on
this device it will begin to drive water at the swimmer so that they can
swim ‘without moving’. The strength of the push created by the machine
is variable by a dial beside the on/off switch.
The pool is fitted with a 168 jet hydrotherapy system mainly positioned
around the seating area on the right of the picture. The jets are
controlled by a number of push button on the wall and offer back
massage, foot massage and Jacuzzi functions.
A large water spout on the left hand side and a water blade mounted on
the wall on the right hand side refill the pool from the filtration
system. The water spout is controllable, the water blade is automatic.
Finally the pool has a Chroma therapy system fitted. We are not too sure
what the ‘therapy’ means but it is basically a set of large LEDs with
various functions that can be accessed by pushing the switch on the
wall on the right hand side. The control is a little tricky as it is a single
switch but by pressing once, twice or three times in succession, the lights
can be changed from steady colours to gradually sweeping colour
schemes in a range of colour combinations.
The pool is surrounded by the same composite decking from the outside
and has also been built to the same depth for safety. The entry steps can
be seen front left of the picture.

7. BBQ AREA

The BBQ area is to be found on the bedroom level looking down on the
swimming pool area over a glass wall. It has composite decking and a
garden area immediately behind that has been planted with some very old
olive trees specially sourced for the villa.
The BBQ itself is a professional standard stainless steel system that offers
precise temperature control as well as a large amount of storage and
even an outdoor sink. It is extremely large to allow cooking for all villa
guests and has ample ‘stay warm’ areas under the hood for the storage of
cooked meats etc.
Ignition is automatic and the burner controls are very easy to use. A
temperature gauge on the front hood is also very useful.
Two aluminium outdoor tables are placed in the area allowing all house
guests to sit together, although, if the villa is fully occupied at 24 guests
it might be necessary to split the tables apart to allow seating at both
ends. There is ample room in the area to do this. Both tables are extendable
and are surrounded by modern acrylic all weather chairs.
The balcony area offers wonderful views, not only to the outdoor pool
area below, but also down to the city of Granada itself.
The seating area is very flexible as we have a total of 24 chairs. These are
“all weather” units that can be left outside all year for convenience.
A number of seating configurations are possible. Both tables shown in the
picture above can be extended to allow more seating along the long end.
This allows a single seating configuration for 24 with no chairs at either
end.
Alternatively the 2 tables can be separated and a total of 12 guests can be
seated around each table using 2 chairs at each end and the tables not
extended. Finally the tables can be separated and extended to seat 12
people each more comfortably with only one person at each end.
The BBQ area is large and can handle any of the above configurations.
The area can also be used for outdoor eating when the BBQ is not in use,
although the kitchen is on the level below. The preparation area around
the BBQ can be used as a workspace in this case and the elevator allows
servers to avoid using the stairs.

8. GARDENS

The garden areas outside of the main villa and outdoor pool area have
all been professionally landscaped. The design is very simple and modern
avoiding colourful plants in favour of green climbers and ferns as well
as trees.
A fence has been constructed along the back wall between the villa
plot and the rear track (which provides direct walking and biking
access to Sierra Nevada). This increases privacy and the climbing plants
will soon grow to hide the fence and create a solid ‘living wall’.
The garden is set on multiple levels due to the sloping nature of the plot
and incorporates a number of planting areas at differing heights which
creates a very attractive backdrop to the villa.

The walkways and steps are covered in an anti-slip coating which we
have found to be ‘not very effective’ during heavy rain so please be
careful when they are wet.
The exterior walls and some of the surrounds are made from a material
called Cor-Ten steel which is very popular with modernist architects. It
is a type of oxidised steel that is very low maintenance once installed so
it should look the same for many years unlike a lot of exterior building
materials. This material is also used in various locations in the inside
living space.

9. THE VILLA BMW

Silverfield villa provides a car for the use of its guests during their stay.
It is a 7 seat BMW Grand Tourer that was purchased new in July 2015.
We decided to go for this model as it is not excessively large but can
still carry 7 people. Car parking spaces in Granada are famous for being
very tight.
Storage is limited when all seats are used but big when the rear seats are
folded down and massive when the middle and rear seats are stored. We
have managed to carry shopping for a week for 24 people from the local
Carrefour in this final configuration.
The vehicle is fitted out to a very high standard, it has electric
windows, parking sensors, SatNav,, high quality sound system and
electric tail gate.
The gearbox is automatic and the engine is the larger diesel variant so it
has plenty of power for the steep roads around La Zubia.
Parking is ample at the villa. The garage is large and there is an area
between the exterior garage door and the interior garage door large
enough for 4 cars. There is also plenty of parking along the road at the
front of the property.
One thing to note is that the driveway area is quite steep and if the car is
parked ‘front first’ after a large shopping trip, bags packed against the
tailgate can drop out when it is opened. We have lost many eggs and a
couple of nice bottles of wine to this occurrence...

10. THE SAUNA

The sauna is located in the basement level under the main living area
beside the indoor pool. This is the best place for it as the pool area is kept
at a high temperature from the heated pool water. Adjacent to the
sauna, we also have a shower unit which allows guests to choose
between the pool and the shower after their sauna.
Even though the pool and sauna are in the basement, there is still an
excellent source of natural light from the thin strip of windows along
the top wall that can be seen in this picture. Towards the middle of the
basement level, there is no natural light but this is desirable as this area
contains the cinema. The sauna is electronically controlled from a
panel on the outside and has all the usual accessories such as the hot
coals, water bucket and softened interior lighting.

11. THE GAMES ROOM

The games room is a large area in the basement level that fills the space
between the indoor pool, the cinema and the internet room. It has a
number of high quality games tables for guests to pass the time.
The pool table is a professional standard 9ft American size slate bed
unit. The table tennis table is a heavy duty static unit (not the normal
folding style).
The fussball table is a full sized, levelled, robust unit with the full 4 bars
on each side. The cinema has an automatic blind system to allow
separation from the games room.

12. THE SECURITY SYSTEM

Silverfield Villa is protected by a highly advanced security system
controlled by touch panels in 2 locations, one on the main floor and
one on the bedroom level. The villa manager will provide instruction on
the use of the system which is very straightforward (2 button pushes to
set and 1 button push to disarm). The system can also be operated by
remote control.
It is possible to set the security system for the bottom floors only. This
means that later at night, guests can still move freely on the upper levels
without triggering an alarm.
The system employs a number of different types of sensor but it is
mainly based around a 16 camera installation with motion detection. The
detection algorithm is intelligent and is able to distinguish between a
human being and an animal for instance.
All video feeds are recorded to a digital recording system in the
basement and are also uplinked live to a private security company who
provide protection for the villa. If an alarm is triggered, this company
will call the villa manager and also access the live feeds to ascertain if
an intruder has been detected.
It is very unlikely that any potential burglar would ever even reach the
villa, as the outdoor infra-red camera system would detect them as soon
as they set foot on the property and trigger an alarm.
Fortunately, the Granada area has a very low crime rate but the security
of our guests is very important to us.

13. THE GARAGE

The villa garage is specified as being suitable for 4 cars, but we find that
to be very tight on both the length and the width.
Even on trips when we have had multiple cars at the site, we have tended
to use the space between the garage door and the exterior door for
parking and only put one car (if any) in the garage. This allows us to use
the huge space in the garage for other functions.
There are a large number of bikes in the villa. We have 3 standard
mountain bikes, 5 folding mountain bikes (useful if guests want to drive to
a different mountain location) and our latest purchase of 5 electric
mountain bikes which some of our guests have declared to be the best
invention - ever!
The bikes (and chargers in the case of the electric ones) all hang on the
wall of the garage which uses some of the space but allows very easy
access and entry to the house.
We also use some of the garage space, along with the storage room at the
back of the garage to store all of the necessary supplies for such a large
property. This is where guests can find extra plates, wine glasses, towels,
bath robes etc if needed in case of breakages.

14. THE INTERNET ROOM

This room was built to allow guests to access a full internet connected
PC rather than an ipad or laptop. It has two large desks with comfortable
office chairs and PCs connected to massive 60" high resolution monitors.
The room has office type flooring and is bounded on either side with
decorative pebbles containing free standing LED lighting.
The internet room is open at the roof through to the glass balconied
living area above providing a sense of immense space.
We have found this area to be hugely popular with older kids who seem to
spend hours down there accesing games systems and social media. If you
cant find your kids in the villa (which happens a lot) take a look at the
internet room first....
The internet room is separated from the pool table area of the games
room by a floor to ceiling glass wall, it is entered through a glass door.

15. THE CINEMA

The villa cinema is a fabulous place for entertaining kids or adult guests.
It occupies the central area of the basement level where there is no
natural light. This allows the ultra- bright 10,000 lumens projector system
to work as well as most commercial cinemas.
The entire back wall of the cinema is used as the screen, which depending
on the aspect ratio can be more than 15 feet diagonally.
The projector is sourced by a media PC running Kodi, which provides the
latest streaming movies and TV programs as well as live sports and events
from around the world. All this is coupled to a professional grade Dolby
5.1 surround sound system that can literally shake the villa at high
volume.

The remote controls in the cinema can look a bit daunting but the
operation is quite simple. The projector remote is really only used to
switch the projector on and off (power button) or this can be done by
pushing the red button on the side of the projector
itself. The amp remote is normally only used for control of volume and
the Kodi interface is controlled by the gyro radio remote which even has
a small keyboard on the back to allow guests to search for movies.
Kodi installations change over time so it is not possible to print exact
instructions, but currently, click on "Covenant" on the main screen and
follow the on screen options to find what you want to watch.

15. THE CINEMA

The cinema was specially built on 3 different levels to simulate a real
theatre and allow viewers to see over the head of the person in front, but
the quality of the seating is much better than anything you will find at
the Odeon! Each seat is leather, cushioned on all sides and
electronically reclinable via a button control on the side. There are 3
rows of seats with 4 in each row for a total of 12 plus a bar area at the
back with bar stools.
The cinema is also equipped with internal blinds that allow it to be
isolated from the games room which surrounds it and to keep the
exterior light level down for watching movies. The ultra-high brightness
level of the projector does allow perfectly good viewing quality in all
situations though so people having a pool match can easily keep an eye
on the football game through the glass separator wall if needed.

16. THE KITCHEN

The villa kitchen occupies the perfect position in the middle of the main
floor, directly adjacent to the dining area. It is separated by a glass wall
that allows a view of food preparation and serving. This creates a bit of
‘theatre’ if our villa chef has been hired for the evening.
There are a wide range of modern appliances too numerous to list but
including 2 large ovens, induction hob , American sized fridge freezer
(there is a spare in the utility room in the basement), microwave, coffee
machine and 2 full sized dishwashers.
The kitchen is built around a large ‘U’ shaped work area with ample
workspace and a long breakfast bar with seating. At each side of the work
area there are further counter tops and a massive amount of cupboard
and drawer storage with every conceivable type of dishware, cups and
glasses.

Many items are custom designed and bear the Silverfield logo including
the cutlery and wine glasses.
It is a common event at the villa for guests to book our private chef and
have him prepare a meal in front of the guests. We also have a qualified
sommelier who assists in the table layout and serving wine. An amazing
way to spend an evening and no more expensive than a decent restaurant...

17. THE DINING AREA

The dining area is directly adjacent to the kitchen between the living area
and main staircase. It is a large space that can easily be cleared of tables
to allow dancing or other party functions.
The normal configuration is as a single long table which allows
seating for 16 people on the side and 4 more on the ends. This table can be
split for larger groups allowing an extra 2 seats at each end for a total
capacity of 24.

18. THE FAMILY AREA

The family room is also on the main level and offers a wonderful location
looking out over the outdoor pool through floor to ceiling windows. A
perfect place to relax while keeping an eye on the kids playing outside.
The room offers yet another large space but is isolated from the open plan
format of the rest of the main floor by a glass wall and double glass
doors. There is no TV in this room as we wanted to create a space more
suitable for reading or family play.

19. THE LIVING AREA

The main living area is our favourite space in the villa. It is completely open
plan across the entire floor, partially separated only by the kitchen, the
fireplace and the main staircase. It is the area that guests will spend the
most time during visits to the villa.
The seating area consists of 2 "U shaped" leather sofas that seat 6-8 people
each. One of them, is angled towards the living area balcony and the views
to Granada below, the other is turned inwards towards a wall mounted 80"
LED TV with cable and media streaming box.
The area has the usual roof mounted LED illumination and also a series
of large curved floor standing lamps that provide a softer glow. It is
separated from the dining area by the custom designed fireplace unit with
sealed real wood fire for use during the winter months. This fire is in the
middle of the living space but has a specially designed vertical flume that
passes all the way up to the 4th floor.
On the outside of the seating area is the main balcony, accessed by 3 full
sized sets of sliding glass doors. This balcony offers views down to the city
and has 3 sets of rattan furniture ranging from a wraparound sofa to a 6
person bar. On the other side of the fireplace is the dining area with our
huge dining table that can seat up to 20 people at a time. If more than 20
seats are required, the table can be split in two and allows an extra 2 seats
at each end for a total capacity of 24 people.
Moving inwards, we come to the spectacular main staircase which splits the
living area and acts as the main focal point of the villa. The staircase is on 2
levels due to the large ceiling heights and has glass sidewalls illuminated
by internal green LEDs. In this area, the living space is "triple height"
offering views up to the main bedroom and master bedroom levels as well as
the glass balcony from the gym.
Further towards the back of the villa, the living space also looks
downwards into the basement level as it has a glass balcony overlooking
the internet room.
The final part of this extensive area is taken up by the kitchen, family room,
staircase down to the basement and the access area for the 6 floor internal
glass elevator.
Artwork, sculptures, decorative lighting and enormous planters (some 12
feet high) are distributed throughout the level.

20. THE GLASS ELEVATOR

As a centrepiece to the villa, a 6 floor internal glass
elevator is used to access all levels. This is a
commercial system capable of carrying up to 400kg
in weight and is linked to an external company by
the alarm button on the control panel.
The controls are brushed aluminium and very simple
to use. The green button is marked “G” for ground
floor and all other buttons are numbered. “-1” for
the basement level, “1” for the bedrooms, “2” for the
master and gym level, “3” for the private bar and “4”
for the viewing deck on the top floor.
The elevator is connected to an off-site telephone
service that can be contacted through the “alarm”
button for safety.
Safety rails are fitted all through the unit and it is
easily big enough to be used for wheelchair access.
The glass surround allows really interesting views
at all levels of the villa as the elevator ascends and
descends.

21. THE DUAL & QUAD SUITES

There are 3 dual suites and one quad suite - all double beds can be separated
into singles.
The dual and quad suites are all located on the bedroom room level above
the main floor. They occupy the corner areas on that level of the villa.
The dual suites are extremely spacious offering a double bed that can
optionally be separated into 2 singles. The 2 suites at the front of the villa
are slightly larger and offer views over the city.
Each suite has a lounge area with seating and a large desk with
comfortable office chair and android media box connected to a massive
60" high definition TV monitor. The media box can be used to access TV,
movies, sports and music using the Kodi app and also has functionality for
email, Facebook and web browsing.
The suite also features a separate toilet and shower room as well as a walk
in wardrobe containing Silverfield Villa branded bathrobes and slippers.
There are two sets of blinds fitted to each bedroom, a privacy screen and a
black out blind. The privacy screens allow some natural light through in
the daytime or can be used at night if the guest prefers to wake up at dawn.
The wall mounted touch panel can be used to access all the suite
functions such as heating/cooling, blinds and LED lighting.
The quad suite is similar in layout to the dual suites and has the same
bathroom facilities and walk in wardrobe but the office/seating area has
been replaced by a second double bed to allow more flexibility for parents
of small children who prefer to be in the same room.

22. THE BUNK ROOMS

The bunk rooms allow a huge amount of flexibility for larger groups
staying at Silverfield Villa. They occupy the middle section at both the
front and the back of the bedroom level and due to this they do not have
the panoramic windows of the other suites (although they have good
sized windows at the end. This means that the suites have less window space
but more wall space and we decided to utilise this by fitting bunk beds
which allow up to 6 people to sleep in each room.
The basic concept was to provide one bunk room for girls and one for
boys to allow the children of guests to all sleep together. We find that
the kids enjoy this as every night is like a ‘sleepover’ with their friends and
it also allows the parents to enjoy their suite without children in the
room which so often happens on hotel holidays.
The bunks are however, all full size beds, so they are equally suitable for
adults sleeping during group holidays for hill walking or cycling etc.
Each bunk room also has the same facilities as the suites with walk in
wardrobe, separate toilet and shower room and even a small seating area.

23. THE MASTER ROOM

The master bedroom occupies half of the 4th floor of the villa. It is
incredibly spacious containing an office area, double sinks, free standing
bath, shower room and a huge amount of storage space surrounded by
floor to ceiling glass walls on two sides. The bed is positioned in an aspect
looking out towards the private balcony and down to the city below. The
balcony is accessed through a glass sliding door at the front of the bed. A
massive modern twin sink installation also looks out onto the balcony
with ample storage space beneath.
The shower unit is spectacular, occupying its own corner of the villa,
outside of which is the elegant free standing bath which provides views
over the national park area below (as well as blinds for privacy). Storage
and wardrobe units in the master bedroom are extensive and more than
any guest would need even for a long stay. The balcony outside the master
bedroom is huge and contains 2 astro-turfed areas of the outdoor gym. A
guest staying in this suite can walk a few short feet outside for their
morning workout.

24. THE INDOOR GYM& JACUZZI

The villa gym is to be found on the 4th level and is very well equipped for
an indoor workout but also offers direct access to the outdoor gym with
its CrossFit rig, training area and sled track. All the equipment in the gym is
of professional quality. A Smith rack is placed against the back window
close to a full selection of free weights. A 4 way jungle stack in the middle
of the gym allows a massive range of exercises and a storage area in the
corner is fully equipped with gym mats, training balls and other items.
Cardio is catered for by a professional exercise bike and a computerised
treadmill that offers a video screen showing jogging "views" from all
corners of the world.
Moving outside, the exterior gym has a huge CrossFit training rig
measuring almost 12 meters in length and incorporating lifting pillars,
ball targets, monkey bars, step frames and more. A sled track allows use of
our weighted sled and a general training area is used for warm up, cool
down and a variety of body weight exercises. The gym area is spectacular,
providing views on two sides through floor to ceiling glass windows, as
well as views into the Jacuzzi room and a glass balcony looking down 2
floors into the main living area. The Jacuzzi sits in a separate area adjacent
to the gym (separated by a glass wall). The Jacuzzi unit is large enough for
two people and incorporates an extensive jet system as well as relaxation
pillows, all looking out to the walking track at the back of the villa. A
double sink is fitted between the gym and Jacuzzi rooms.

25. THE OUTDOOR GYM & CROSSFIT AREA

The outdoor gym is a new addition for the 2017 season. It was built to satisfy
the high level of interest that we have had from guests wanting to use the
villa as a spectacular location for CrossFit training holidays and also
from clients interested in yoga or general wellbeing retreats. Essentially,
we have replaced the 3 external areas on the gym level, which were
previously covered in decorative stones, with high grade all weather astro
turf. The area on the bedroom level contains a massive CrossFit training rig,
over 7 meters in length with a wide range of exercises including step up
plates, monkey bars and lifting mounts. The gym level contains an area
which is long and thin and designated for use with weight sleds as well as a
larger, more square area for general CrossFit body weight exercises and
yoga.

A third area overlooking the outdoor pool is suitable for kettle bell and
loose weight workouts. All 3 AstroTurf areas enjoy an elevated location
overlooking the most amazing views down to the city of Granada. In
addition the outdoor gym is equipped with a full range of CrossFit
equipment. Everything from loose weights, power balls, weight bags, mats,
TRX, battle ropes, kettle bells, plyometric boxes, skipping ropes, sleds and
more. All equipment is stowed in convenient outside storage units to allow
easy access without having to carry items from the indoor gym. All guests
are of course very welcome to use the outdoor fitness facilities out with
the specialised holidays. We just ask that the fitness equipment is returned to
the waterproof exterior storage after use to prevent damage by the
elements. The CrossFit rig is located at the side of the villa on the bedroom
level, offering amazing views down to the city of Granada. . The gym area is
spectacular, providing views on two sides through floor to ceiling glass
windows, as well as views into the Jacuzzi room and a glass balcony looking
down 2 floors into the main living area. The Jacuzzi sits in a separate area
adjacent to the gym (separated by a glass wall). The Jacuzzi unit is large
enough for two people and incorporates an extensive jet system as well as
relaxation pillows, all looking out to the walking track at the back of the
villa. A double sink is fitted between the gym and Jacuzzi rooms.

26. THE PRIVATE BAR

Silverfield villa has its own bar on the 5th floor. This is not a living area
with a drinks cabinet, it is a full featured, curved, marble topped bar with
serving area, bar stool seating, fridges, sink, spirit bottle shelving and
ceiling mounted glass storage. At the side of the bar is a seating area with
leather sofas and modern tables beside a number of more elevated bistro
style tables and chairs set against the floor to ceiling windows looking
down on the rest of the property. An 80" LED TV system is supplemented by a
sub-woofer based sound system to provide music or sports through either
cable or media box sources.
A spiral staircase leads up to the top level viewing deck and an LED
illuminated staircase leads down to the master bedroom/gym level. Neither
of which are really necessary due to the internal glass elevator stopping at
all these floors. The bar area also extends to the outside onto what is
probably the biggest and best balcony in the villa with enough space for 40
people and incredible views (due to the elevation) down to the city below.
The bar level balcony area has white marble flooring and exterior LED
lighting. It is separated from the bar by floor to ceiling glass window
panels.

27. THE VIEWING DECK / MASSAGE ROOM

The very top floor of Silverfield Villa is a 360 degree viewing deck which
doubles as a massage room. The panoramic floor to ceiling windows allow
an unobstructed view to all sides of the villa from the highest possible
point. A balcony to the outside of this room gives the best views in the
house. The room is connected to the bar downstairs by a spiral staircase (or
use the elevator) and is very useful for taking overspill from the bar area
when larger crowds are in the villa. The villa has professional massage
tables which can be used by guests on yoga or fitness holidays or we can
provide a local masseuse. The balcony area on this level is at the side rather
than the front which means that the views to the city are available
through the floor to ceiling glass from the massage table. A range of
modern seating also provides a quieter area, away from the rest of the
house where guests can enjoy a book or magazine.

28. THE WASHING MACHINES

The villa is equipped with ample equipment for guests to do washing during
their stay, or for the use of the cleaners if guests opt for that service. We
decided to install separate washer and dryer as this allows one load to be
washing while another is drying. This can be important if large groups of
people are staying at the villa together. In addition, we have 2 separate
washer dryer locations. One in the laundry room in the basement (where
there is also an extra fridge freezer to be found) and one in a more
convenient location at the bedroom level.
The bedroom level has a large area of space at the top of the main staircase
and we have fitted the washer and dryer into a neat cupboard unit at the
back which goes unnoticed when not in use. We find that this is where most
guests choose to do washing as it is convenient for all of the bedrooms
that are the source of the clothes and towels. The villa also has drying
racks available for guests who prefer to dry their clothes in the constant
Granadian sunshine.

29. RESTAURANTS

The cuisine in Granada is extensive and widely varied. The list below is just a
few of our favourites but many more options are available on the web. A
couple of useful web links are below:
https://theculturetrip.com/europe/spain/articles/the-10-best-restaurants-ingranada/
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurants-g187441-Granada_Province_of_Gr
anada_Andalucia.html
Arriaga
This is a very modern restaurant in an equally modern location at the
museum. It is a spectacular setting, high up in the museum building with views
over the whole of the city. The restaurant is very narrow and bound by floor
to ceiling glass on either side which adds to the sense that diners are
‘floating in the air’. Food is excellent, very contemporary and served by
highly attentive staff. They normally offer a sampling menu consisting of
around 8 small courses. We have done this a number of times and always been
impressed by the range of flavours and quality of the cuisine. The wine list is
also impressive. Prices are at the high end but lower than would be expected in
the UK for this level of service and quality. Location is good for Silverfield
Villa as it sits a little to the west of the city very close to the A-44 which
means that the drive there is very easy. Distance is around 7 miles.
https://goo.gl/maps/g137bpwZszP2
Car parking is normally easy as the museum is closed in the evenings. There is
an area to the side of the restaurant which is effectively directly below it (the
restaurant can be seen easily from the road as you approach). This is a small
dead end road which has always had spaces when we visited. Park the car there
and walk down the steps into the museum (it is not very well signposted). At the
bottom of the steps, turn left and there is an entrance with a security guard
where you will find the elevator to take you to Arriaga.

29. RESTAURANTS

Ruta del Veleta
This is another very high end restaurant but much more traditional than
Arriaga (even though the presentation is very modern). This is the place to go
to experience the very best of traditional Spanish cuisine.
The location is a wonderful traditional Spanish building with a number of
different eating areas to choose from. In the warmer months the restaurant
offers outside eating from their patio area with delightful views towards the
city. It is well located for access from the villa, being on the south side of the
city – total driving distance around 8 miles.
https://goo.gl/maps/JfP8ojdJCFn

Mirador de Morayma
This restaurant is in the very heart of Granada in the Moorish Albaicin area
offering incredible views down to the Alhambra below. The restaurant
interior is nice but guests really want to be sitting outside in the garden area.
Cuisine is traditional Spanish with excellent tapas. Try ordering a wide
selection of tapas for a large group and share them as a starter to allow
everyone a wide sampling. The black pudding (Morcilla) and Oxtail croquettes
are both excellent. Prices are medium range. This type of food can be found
more cheaply in other locations but the location and view really makes it
worth a visit. The location is a little hard to find as the Albaicin is a very old
(and beautiful) area with winding cobbled streets. No cars are allowed in this
part of Granada so guests need to walk and the final part is up a steep hill.
Most will find the walk very enjoyable however, passing the Plaza Nueva and
the Alhambra before heading up into the Moorish quarter to the restaurant.
https://goo.gl/maps/bstLpwFtMMy

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

There are many other activities available in the local area, most of them
conveniently situated for the villa.

Zero gravity Tours
ZeroGravityGranada offer a variety of different tours to suit most individual
needs and preferences. Hike, Swim and climb your way up the spectacular Rio
Verde, with the chance to test your nerve with 4m to 16m jumps into crystal
clear pools. Explore waterfalls, Hike through the labyrinth of carved
limestone rock formations of El Torcal or relax in the various natural
hotspring pools. Zero gravity offer a huge & varied range of tours!
Quote 'Silverfield" when booking groups of 10 or more for a discounted rate.

Website https://zerogravitygranada.com

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

Karting
The new karting center in Granada is less than 10 miles from the villa and has a
very modern 700m track. Directions from the villa can be found here
https://tinyurl.com/y7zfjpah Website http://kartinggranada.es/

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

Golf
Santa Clara golf course is very close to the villa and is the best in the area
with a magnificent backdrop of the Sierra Nevada mountains. Directions from
the villa are here
https://tinyurl.com/ybnk6jo8
The course website - http://www.santaclaragolfgranada.com/
offers online booking (in English) and normally has some excellent offers for
fourballs. Clubs and buggies can be hired on site and the facility has an
excellent clubhouse and restaurant.

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

SKIING / SNOWBOARDING AND SKI ACTIVITIES
In the winter months from December to March you can drive around 40 minutes
to Sierra Nevada ski resort, one of the sunniest ski resorts in the world
regardless of the winter months. The resort also offers a huge range of
activities to suit everyone and all ages including:
Russian Sleigh
Toboggan-runs
Sit-skiing, skate skiing, skibobbing
Mini-ski, snowboard mini
Night skiing
Starlight star spotting tours
Snow groomer sunset rides
Children's snowmobiles
Ski obstacle courses
Guided snow tours
https://sierranevada.es/en/

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

BHEAVEN BARCELO GRANADA
this summer revelation terrace located on the roof of the emblematic Barceló
Carmen Granada hotel. Its central location in the heart of the city, and its
'infinity' design with windows that allow an unobstructed view, have turned it
into a privileged observatory of the 'skyline' of Granada. With a terrace pool,
bar, DJ booth with an upbeat atmosphere it is the perfect luxury evening or
afternoon away from the villa .
Silverfield Villa guests can enjoy this stunning terrace in true VIP fashion. and
receive the below advantages by pre booking your table:
- A courtesy cava glass after your dinner or drinks on the terrace
- A bottle of cava for birthday guests
- Exclusive VIP treatment
- Guarantee of two reserved tables at the terrace
Please note BHeavne have a limited number of tables and very high demand so
will require a minimum of 2 days notice. Please contact us for booking.

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

Granada Spirit Yoga
Our local yoga and meditation instructor, Linda, specialises in hatha yoga, yin
yoga, ACT (Acceptance & commitment therapy) and meditation. Linda has
outstanding feedback from previous guests and offers a range of spiritual and
wellbeing services.
If you fancy some relaxation and would like to have a professional over to the
villa and take a class then this can easily be arranged .
Please contact Linda on the below contact info and take a look at her website
for further information and costs:
+34 (633) 081001
info@granadaspirit.com
www.granadaspirit.com

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

GRANADA TAPAS TOURS
Granada Tapas Tours has been offering experiential tapas tours for over 12
years. Every route is unique. No two tours are ever the same. It´s more like a
“night out with friends” than a tour as such. Visit different styles of bars with
an experienced tapa expert and learn about history, interesting anecdotes &
local life life in Granada, Andalucia and Spain. Sample different drinks, taste
the food and “experience” the city. So much more than `just´ a tapas tour (4
drinks / 6 tapas included). Tours suitable for couples, friends, families,
corporate team-building and educational groups.
Photographic Treasure Hunt
historical role play
Albaicin Walk & Talk
Lunch or Evening Tapas Tours
Wine Tasting
Local Life Food and Flavours Tour
Contact Gayle for a five euro discount per head quoting that you
are staying at silverfield villa.
http://www.granadatapastours.com

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

segway city tours
Granada is pure art, a city fill with culture from the ancient world. It arabic
structures such as the alhambra, albaycin, etc. will change your concept of
beauty. Granada is much more, and the best way to discover it all is with
Ensegway.
Ensegway offers you a Segway Tour, a Bike Tour, and a Walking Tour through
Granada. admire the spectacular views of Granada from the San Nicholas
viewpoint, a most see location in our tours, also the Alhambra, Sacromonte
and many other monuments.
All guests at the villa can receive a 20% discount by quoting:
EnsGrLuxury
https://ensegway.es

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

AIR BALLOON RIDES
Glovento Sur is a professional hot air balloon, based in the city of
Granada,Spain. The tourist passenger flights begin at dawn, clients are picked
up at a previously arranged meeting point and then taken to the take-off site.
Our tourist passenger flights begin at dawn. Clients are picked up at a
previously arranged meeting point and then taken to the take-off site. The site
depends on the weather and the type of flight chosen. We fly over Granada or
Guadix.
Once the balloon is airborne, there are two factors which can affect us – the
relief of the land with its resulting weather conditions, and the way the
flight develops in itself. Flights last approximately one hour.
Having landed and the balloon deflated we perform our “air baptisms” and
present a diploma as a memento of such a rewarding experience. Finally, we
treat our clients to breakfast and return them to the departure point.
Duration of the activity in general 3 hours approximately.
https://www.partner.viator.com/en/4107/tours/Granada/BALLOON-RIDE/d55460225P1

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

AQUAOLA WATER PARK
There is a water park just outside Granada and is open from 19th June until 1st
September easily accessible by car. It has 10 attractions including the Pirate
Galleon, the Tornado Slide, the Black Pipe and the Cyclone. Also various
swimming pools, water slides, a wave machine and a zero-gravity simulator
"eurobungy".
It also has a self-service restaurant, bar, picnic area, shop (selling swimming
costumes, towels, arm bands, suncream, etc.), cloakroom, changing rooms with
showers and toilets, and a large car park.
There is a shop selling swimming costumes, bikinis, suntan lotion, towels,
children's armbands, and floats.
https://www.aquaola.com/en/

30. OTHER ACTIVITIES

GRANADA CITY & HISTORY
Travel into Spain's Moorish and Christian history with every step you take in
compact, walkable Granada. The famous Alhambra fortress is a required visit, as
are the Alcaiceria (marketplace), the Cathedral and too many architectural
sites to name.
Wander through Granada's fascinating Moorish old quarter, the labyrinthine
Albaicin; then plan to head out again by night, because the nightlife here is
particularly lively.
Local attractions and tours include:
The Science museum
The Alhambra
Alcaiceria market
Tapas walking tour
Hammam Al Andalus arab baths
Museums
Bars and nightclubs
Casino
Beer bike

31. SHOPPING

There are a number of options for shopping in the area.
The closest supermarket is Supermercado Dani in the centre of La Zubia. This is a
typical small Spanish supermarket which is well stocked. We tend to use it for
daily supplies such as bread, milk and eggs.
A little further down at the edge of La Zubia, heading towards the city, is the
Centro Comercial Alhsur. This is a decent sized shopping mall with a number of
shopping units including a large supermarket. There is a choice of restaurants
as well as play areas for kids, easy parking etc.

The biggest and best place for food and drink shopping is the massive
Carrefour on the edge of Granada. They have an amazing selection of
vegetables, meats and fresh fish. We normally do a large shopping trip here
soon after arrival to stock up for the week when we stay.
Finally, a wonderful new shopping mall named Nevada has opened in 2017
which has a huge range of shopping units that cover every conceivable need.
This mall is one of the biggest in Spain and its lights can actually be seen from
the villa at night.

32. HILL WALKING & CYCLING

The villa site was chosen at the outset to provide an excellent location for
hill walking and cycling as these are passions of the owners. The path directly
behind the villa is a direct access into the Sierra Nevada mountain range.
Guests can simply walk out the door to access the amazing views and tracks
that it provides. Obviously, the Sierra Nevada range covers an enormous area,
so guests looking to do walks or tracks further afield can use the villa car or
our transport service to bring them to other access points in the area.
For road cyclists, the villa is also an excellent starting point. The roads down
to La Zubia are high quality and provide access to the main Sierra Nevada route
(towards the ski station) without having to pass through the city. This road
provides access to a number of cycle routes with high vertical ascents and a
low amount of traffic. For mountain biking, the villa has a range of bikes
including standard mountain bikes, folding mountain bikes (easier to
transport by car) and our new electric mountain bikes which take a lot of the
physical work out of the steep tracks around the property.
One of the best hill walking routes is to the nearest prominent peak, Boca de la
Pesca which is over 5,000 feet altitude. The route below is not the shortest one
possible but it includes the locations of a couple of restaurants with excellent
views that can be used for drinks on the way up or down. They both serve free
tapas. The car park (marked) is a starting area for a number of other peaks, some
over 7,000 feet. Google maps can be used for these locations on any smart
phone. https://goo.gl/maps/RrCkRMDAe6K2

33. PERSICI BAY CLOTHING DISCOUNT

The Brand
Persici Bay is a new premium women's activewear fashion brand headquartered
in the UK. Persici Bay creates durable and luxurious activewear to have you
working out in comfort and in style.
With the villa itself being fitness-focused we wanted to partner with a strong
new brand that would reflect luxury, a fresh and unique look as well
outstanding customer service for our guests.
Offering all our guests an exclusive offer of 15% off their website:
https://persicibay.com
using code: PBVILLA15
it means you can stock up on fitness wear for your stay looking glam at the
same time! Everything from the luxury boxes and branded tissue packaging
your gorgeous items make this brand special from the second you get your
delivery, we are hooked and are positive you will be too!
Their Mission
From countless sizing, quality and performance frustrations with activewear
currently available on the market, their mission is simple, design and produce
premium activewear which is durable, on trend and high performing. All of
their garments are designed in-house, with each piece designed to be formfitting to sculpt and enhance the female physique. Rigorous testing has been
carried out on fabric technology to ensure durability and longevity of all
the garments. Product quality is of huge importance to Persici Bay, their key
focus is continual improvement of fabrics and design.

34. THE VILLA PRIVATE CHEF

One of the great experiences at Silverfield Villa is to have our chef come to the
property and prepare food for the guests. Our chef, Sue is from London but lives
locally in La Zubia. Sue can prepare a variety of different meals according to
the occasion and cost desired. At the most basic level, a paella evening is an
excellent and low-cost way to feed a large group. For something with a bit more
variety, Sue can prepare a tapas evening with a range of dishes served by English
or Spanish speaking staff.
For a more formal dinner, we can offer a 3-course meal served in our dining area
with a choice of courses and options for wine pairing. Finally, at the high end,
we can offer a full 6 course sampling menu with an option for wine pairing. All
courses are served with a focus on local and seasonal ingredients. For the sitdown dinners, guests generally take drinks in the living, dining and main patio
areas while keeping an eye on the food preparation (and occasionally sampling
the produce).
Closer to the time of the meal, our guests normally head to the bedrooms to
dress in more formal attire as it adds to the overall experience. By the time they
return, the tables look spectacular and the meal is ready to commence.
The service is always excellent and we have never been disappointed by any of the
courses served. We also have many reviews from our guests on AirBNB, Homeaway
and FaceBook with only the highest compliments paid to the team. We offer a
separate document which describes the options in more detail as well as the
pricing which we are sure guests will find competitive. However, we are hugely
flexible in terms of the meal service we provide and are happy to discuss options
for vegetarians, special main dishes and the use of the BBQ area for eating alfresco.
For the sampling menu, when the meal is over, we generally finish with liqueurs
and then head up to the private bar with a barman to serve drinks while the
dining area is cleared by Sue and her staff. By the time we come back down, the
dining area and kitchen are completely cleared and the two dishwashers are
filled with all of the plates, glasses and cutlery. It really is a very nice way to
spend an evening... Guests are free to buy their own drinks for the meal and for
stocking the bar. We will be happy to serve them. Alternatively the drinks can be
added to the service; there are some very high quality local wines from the
area that are worth checking out. We are always happy to discuss. One final tip
in winter is that we often request for the meal to start just after sunset. The
sunsets in Granada can be spectacular and it is a great experience to watch one
from the balcony before sitting down to a top-class meal.

35. LOCAL HOSPITAL & DOCTOR

.
There is a local doctors office in La Zubia which has a small emergency unit.
The address is: Centro Salud La Zubia Cuesta Corvales, 5, 18140 La Zubia, Granada
The nearest hospital is around 15 minutes from the villa by car and is located by
the large Nevada shopping center.
The address is: Hospital Parque Tecnológico de la Salud. (PTS) Avenida. de la
Investigación 2, 18016 Granada.

36. OTHER SERVICES

In addition to the private chef, Silverfield Villa can offer a number of other
services to enhance the holiday experience of our guests. We have made
contact with a number of local companies and individuals during the
construction of the villa and have vetted them all personally. We do not
take any payment or commissions whatsoever from any of our contacts, they
have been chosen because of the quality and reliability of their service.
Villa Manager
Our villa manager provides a direct contact for our guests locally in
Granada during their stay and also prior to arrival for any services or
bookings that need to be made in advance. He will meet each group on arrival
at the villa and show them the property and the various control functions of
the touch screens, cinema, alarm system, door entry, Wi-Fi and computers. He
can also organise a wide range of activities during your stay and is the single
point of contact for any issues within or outside the villa. He will provide you
with his mobile number. Cacho can recommend restaurants (and make
bookings), organise guided tours of the city, and get special access into
nightclubs. He can arrange transport, musicians, children’s entertainment
and a wide range of other services. His services are free to all guests of the
villa.

Daily Cleaning
The cleaning service at the end of the stay is included in the price but guests
can choose to pay extra for additional cleaning services. Possibly once or
twice during the week or on a daily basis if preferred. The cleaners are very
inexpensive, normally around 10 euros per hour.

Weddings
We have had a number of bookings now for weddings at the villa and have a
range of contacts that can help. Anything from a band or DJ up to a full
local wedding planner service. The villa is an excellent location for small
weddings due to the large number of balconies with amazing views. The main
living area or private bar area provide good locations for band or DJ and the
wedding meal can be located inside in the dining area or outside in the BBQ
area.
We can provide special decorations and lighting as well as serving staff and
many other options. We also have a number of excellent locations if guests
would prefer a church wedding, including the Alhambra itself...

36. OTHER SERVICES

Musicians
We can offer a variety of musical entertainment using local musicians at the
villa. Everything from a single acoustic Spanish guitarist to a full band. There
are a number of areas in the house, both internal and external where musicians
can set up and perform.

Children’s entertainment
For the kids, we are able to offer a range of entertainment such as clowns, face
painting and magicians as well as ‘play dates’ where our staff will take them to a
separate area in the villa and play group games and other activities. We can also
provide qualified life guards to supervise the pool areas if guests would prefer
to be doing other things while the children swim. Finally, we can organise trips
outside the villa to locations like the water park or the science museum.

WWW.SILVERFIELDVILLA.COM
Share your story at Silverfield villa with us:
Facebook and Instagram
@silverfieldvilla

